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Xiamen Luwei Construction Equipment Co., Ltd. is one of holding enterprise of 
Xiamen Zhixiang Industrial Co., Ltd. It was established in June 2010. Its head office 
is located in Xiang’an District with R&D and production factory in Tong’an District, 
Xiamen City. Luwei company has obtained ISO9001 Quality Management System 
Certification. Luwei has devoted itself to R&D and precision manufacturing of bulk 
material storage and conveying complete equipment.

Our company specializes in one-stop service of planning, design, manufacturing and 
installation solution for bulk material storage and conveying complete equipment.
The scope of equipment use involves various solid bulk materials, including cement, 
stone powder, sand and gravel particles, mineral powder (slag), coal ash (slag), 
pozzolan (slag), silica, calcium carbonate powder, gypsum powder, grain feed, Animal 
feed, etc. Our company can provide high-quality products in the production line of the 
bulk material factory (mine), logistics transit, and bulk material application terminal. The 
equipment includes a new generation of assembled bolted steel silos independently 
developed by our company(including non-standard structures 30T~3000T), bucket 
elevator (NSE/NE/TGD series), pneumatic conveying equipment (50-120T/H), belt 
conveyors, dust collectors, fully assembled equipment racks, etc. The equipment is 
highly efficient, energy-saving and environmentally friendly, and can be customized 
according to different working conditions. It has the characteristics of reliable quality, full 
factory production, and quick installation on the site.

1、Luwei Company Profile（P1/2)



Luwei Company Profile (P2/2)

It is Xiamen Luwei's mission to provide customers with high-quality products and 
services, and at the same time provide a good working platform and growth space 
for the company's employees. Luwei has provided equipment for the construction of 
water conservancy projects, large bridge and tunnel infrastructure projects, ore 
powder (slag) collection and processing, major (such as cement, coal ash, 
limestone, sand making yard, gypsum powder) bulk material logistics transfer or 
manufacturing plants. Luwei has exported to Japan, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, South 
Africa, Britain, Norway, Russia, Argentina, Uruguay, Bolivia, Chile, Peru, Papua 
New Guinea, Australia and New Zealand. We sincerely welcome to visit our 
company.



 Xianghao Company Profile (P1/2)
("Luwei" and  "Xianghao" are brother company)

Xiamen Xianghao Industry and Trade Co., Ltd. is located at No. 12-24, 
Longxin Road, Xinxu Town, Xiang'an District, Xiamen City, Fujian Province,which 
is a comprehensive enterprise integrating production, processing, trade and 
logistics. Our company long-term adherence to the tenet of "Quality, Credit, 
Civilization, Enthusiasm" and the principle of "Customer First, Reputation 
First". So far, there are several thousands of fixed customers, involving builders, 
wholesalers, large factories, industrial and commercial enterprises and 
institutions. Our sales network has spread to Fujian Province and other 20 
provinces of China,and we also have set up office in Jimei district,Xiamen City 
and Jinjiang City. 

In the fierce market competition, our company has created three distinctive 
highlights and core competitiveness.First,one-stop purchase of stainless steel. 
We can provide all kinds of hot-dip galvanized angle groove, square pipe, round 
pipe, plate, industrial profiles, pipe, stainless steel and construction steel, 
cement etc., with more than 2000 types of specifications, so customers' various 
needs can be met in one-stop service in our company. Second, the distribution 
service is convenient and efficient, with a transport team of more than ten large 
and medium-sized vehicles, which can accurately and timely deliver the goods to 
the destination. Third, supporting processing,with a variety of large-scale 
equipment for processing, which can meet customers’ need for various steel 
processing.
   



Xianghao Company Profile (P2/2)

After decades of operation, our company has established our own brand in the steel 
industry and has a good corporate image. We have been awarded "contract abiding 
and trustworthy enterprise" by Xiamen People's government for many times,also 
been rated as "growing small and medium-sized enterprise" by Xiamen Economic 
Development Bureau for many years and "big taxpayer" by the local government.

In company's 20th year, our general manager Mr. Ye Bingjun led all the staff to 
actively carry out "Second Entrepreneurship". Under the guidance from enterprise 
management consulting company’s experts, the company has strengthened the 
internal management, refined the enterprise culture, extended the supply and 
marketing network, improved the quality of the staff, expanded the business site, 
and enhanced the processing ability. Our company is moving toward the goal of 
"Steel supermarket, South Fujian the first".



2、Certificate (P1/9)

 Add your tile in here

 Add your title in here

(1). ISO9001 Quality Management System Certification



   Certificate (P2/9)

      (2).SGS WPQR



Certificate (P3/9)

 (3).SGS Factory Field Certification      (4). ISO International Welder Certification 



Certificate (P4/9)

   (5). SGS VT and UT Test Certification



Certificate (P5/9)

  (6).CNAS Material Testing



Certificate  (P6/9)

(7).Utility model patent certificate
① Patent certificate for assembly bolt type silo.
② Patent certificate of auxiliary feeding device for building construction. 
③ Patent certificate of an automatic control concrete mixing         
construction device. 
④ Patent certificate of an improved double arm circulation adjustable 
construction material appliance.



Certificate  (P7/9)

(8). Business License,“Contract abiding and trustworthy 
enterprise” honorary certificate.



Certificate  (P8/9)

(9). The relevant honors for Xianghao and Luwei .



Certificate (P9/9)

(10). Xianghao 
Business License and 
Honors.



3、Factory Introduction

(1). A corner of workshop
The factory's indoor production workshop covers an area of about 7000 square 
meters, including the blanking, welding, painting and finished product workshops. 
The outdoor available temporary site covers an area of about 6000 square 
meters. At present, there are about 100 employees, including about 80 front-line 
stable fixed workers. It is an enterprise integrating development, manufacturing 
and sales, specializing in the production and manufacturing of bulk material silos. 



      (2).Factory Equipment (P1/2)

As the diversification of customer demand increases, around the silo 
peripheral product demand,we further improve the comprehensive supply 
capacity, bring in new equipment (including joint punching and shearing, 
Kjellberg plasma cutting machine, environmental friendly manual sandblasting 
equipment, spray paint room, etc.), further expand the processing and 
manufacturing capacity, release more production capacity. To meet the needs 
of customers with better guarantee ability,improve the comprehensive 
processing and manufacturing ability of enterprises. 

CNC Cutting Machine



 Factory Equipment (P2/2)

Portable automatic welding trolley welding

Painting room

Combined punching and 
shearing equipment

Sand blasting room



Three Categories

Main applications 
It can be used in 
concrete batching plant, 
factory bulk material 
warehouse storage 
system, construction 
engineering transfer 
station, bulk material 
logistics transfer system, 
brick making machine 
production line, cement 
plant, other bulk material 
storage (reconstruction 
and expansion) projects.

 Main applications
     Belt conveying steel structure
     Bucket elevator steel structure
     Main building steel structure
     Other Steel Structure

Main applications
It can  be used in 
construction 
engineering cement 
transfer station,bulk 
material logistics 
transfer system,factory 
bulk material 
warehouse storage 
system.

4、Products Introduction



1). Assembly bolted silo 

Truck loading

Container loading

Reliable sealing structure



2).Bulk Material Transfer Station

The Silos and Conveying Equipment used in bulk material transfer station. 



3).Equipment Steel Structure

Belt conveying steel structure Bucket steel structure

Main building steel structure



5、Project Case

1). Australia 6 sets 1400T bolted silos



2). Saudi Arabia 2 sets 1000T bolted 
silos and pneumatic conveying systems

At the beginning of 
2018,our two sets 
1000T silos and 
pneumatic 
conveying systems 
were exported to 
Saudi Arabia, which 
have been 
successfully 
installed and 
debugged,
then have been put 
into use. 



3).Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau 
  Bridge 16 sets 500T bolted silos 



4).Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau Bridge 6 sets 
800T bolted silos and pneumatic conveying 
systems



5). Fuping Railway 3 sets 1000T 
bolted silos (P1/2)



Fuping Railway 3 sets 1000T 
bolted silos (P2/2)



6). Fuping Railway 6 sets 800T bolted 
silos and belt conveyor



7). Australia V7 sand making 
     equipment project (P1/2)



Australia V7 sand making equipment 
project (P2/2)



8). New Zealand 2000T transfer station (P1/3)



New Zealand 2000T transfer station
 (P2/3) 



New Zealand 2000T transfer station
 (P3/3)



9).Our Assembly Bolt Type Silo and 
Equipment Steel Structure in New Zealand(P1/3)



Our Assembly Bolt Type Silo and 
Equipment Steel Structure in New Zealand(P2/3)



Our Assembly Bolt Type Silo and 
Equipment Steel Structure in New Zealand(P3/3)



10).Our 2 sets 4500T transfer station for 
“CCCC Third Harbor Engineering Co.,Ltd”



11).Oman 4 sets 1000T bolted silos (P1/2)



Oman 4 sets 1000T bolted silos (P2/2)



12).Russia 2 sets 1000T bolted silo and 
pneumatic conveying systems (P1/2)



Russia 2 sets 1000T bolted silo and 
pneumatic conveying systems (P2/2)



13).Argentina CC&LB 16 sets 1000T and 4 sets 2000T 
bolted silo with pneumatic conveying systems(P1/2)



Argentina CC&LB 16 sets 1000T and 4 sets 2000T 
bolted silo with pneumatic conveying systems(P2/2)




